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This work investigates the acoustical properties of a multilayer porous material in which periodic

inclusions are embedded. The material is assumed to be backed by a rigid wall. Most of the studies

performed in this field used the multipole method and are limited to circular shape inclusions. Here,

a mode matching approach, more convenient for a layered system, is adopted. The inclusions can

be in the form of rigid scatterers of an arbitrary shape, in the form of an air-filled cavity or in the

form of a porous medium with contrasting properties. The computational approach is validated on

simple geometries against other numerical schemes and with experimental results obtained in an

anechoic room on a rigid grating embedded in a porous material made of 2 mm glass beads. The

method is used to study the acoustic absorption behavior of this class of materials in the low

frequency range and at a range of angles of incidence. VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Porous materials are widely used in noise control appli-

cations because of their good sound absorbing properties in

the middle and high frequency range. However, their low

frequency sound absorbing properties are limited when the

layer thickness becomes considerably less than the wave-

length. A common practical solution here has been to make

use of multilayer materials1 to reduce the thickness of the

overall porous structure and to improve its acoustic absorp-

tion properties. Another alternative solution is to embed

inclusions into the porous layer to provide additional energy

scattering and dissipation mechanisms.2 The purpose of this

paper is to investigate more systematically the sound absorp-

tion properties of embedded periodic inclusions in a porous

layer with an numerical technique. The proposed approach is

based on the mode matching method.

The idea of using inclusions in porous media is not

entirely new. Perforations (i.e., air inclusion) have been

exploited in the past to improve the sound absorption of po-

rous material with high flow resistivity. Two distinct

approaches where used in normal incidence for the so called

double porosity material: (1) using finite element method

(FEM)3–5 possibly combined with a topological optimization

algorithm;6 (2) using homogenization.7,8 This model has

recently been adapted by Gourdon et al.9 to account for

porous material inclusions instead of air cavities. Some

noticeable enhancements of the vibro-acoustical properties

of the porous materials have been obtained for transparency

applications.

All previous models are limited to normal incidence but

the oblique case may be investigated thanks to the Floquet-

Bloch formalism assuming periodic heterogeneities. This

idea was investigated by Groby et al. in Ref. 2 for the predic-

tion of the acoustic absorption properties of an heterogeneous

porous layer with hard backing. The latter work is mainly

concerned with circular rigid inclusions (see Ref. 10 and 11).

In these and other works only few attempts have been

made to investigate the effects of an rigid inclusion shape on

the acoustic absorption coefficient. In this regard, Allard

et al.12 have proposed a layered mode matching approach to

study arbitrary corrugated porous materials. Nevertheless, this

method have been developed to predict the effect of porous

inclusions. When dealing with rigid inclusions, the model must

be improved in order to take into account more accurately the

presence of geometrical singularity such as corners.14

One possibility is to make use of orthogonal polynomial

basis and in particular their relation to singular weighted

function13 (Chap. 22) and then to combine them with the

modal expansion that will take into account the velocity sin-

gularity at corners. A more general method15 exists which is

directly relevant to the solution of the above problem. The

idea behind this method has been exploited by Evans and

Fernyhough16 for waves along a periodic coastline or by

Homentcovschi et al.17 for waveguide discontinuity prob-

lems. This approach is extensively used throughout this

paper.

The focus of this paper is on the analysis of heterogene-

ous inclusions of arbitrary shape embedded in homogeneous

porous layers. These heterogeneities can either be air cav-

ities, contrasting porous fillings or rigid scatterers. The pro-

posed layered mode matching scheme is somewhat similar

to that presented in Ref. 12 but is able to model properly

rigid inclusions.

The method can be used to tackle a generalized case

of multilayer structures were all layers can be treated as
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heterogeneous. This approach seems to be a good compro-

mise between the computational time and configuration di-

versity when benchmarked against the finite element

method. Compared to homogenization, there is no constraint

for the ratio of the size of the heterogeneities to the acoustic

wavelength which the method is able to consider.

The present paper is organized as follows. The proposed

enhanced mode matching method is presented in Sec. II. In

Sec. III, the validity and the accuracy of this method is studied

with comparison against other computation methods and meas-

urements. The experimental data are obtained for a periodic

gratings with square rigid inclusion embedded in a porous ma-

terial composed of loose glass beads. In the last section, various

numerical examples of increasing complexity are presented.

II. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD

A. Problem statement

We consider that an acoustic plane wave is incident at

the oblique angle of incidence on a system of porous layers.

We assume that system of layers is periodic in the direction

x1 and that the spatial period is d (see Fig. 1). We assume

that the total number of layers stacked up in the direction x2

is NL. We allow for some heterogeneities to be present

within this stack so that a horizontal layer can be split into

several sub-layers to represent these heterogeneities as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. Specifically, we assume that when the propa-

gating wave encounters a pair of vertical rigid walls in the

layer Li, then the layer must be split, into Ni
C cells such

Li ¼ [Ni
C

j¼1C
i;j. We also allow for different materials Xi;j to

be included in each cell. A new cell Ci;j have to be added

each time independent wave propagation can occurred in a

layer Li, i.e., when vertical rigid walls are present. The

interface Ci i ¼ 0;…;NLð Þ between two layers can be inho-

mogeneous. It can also be partly rigid interface. The sur-

rounding domain X0 is filled with air with the sound speed

c0 and density q0.

The skeleton of the porous material is considered to be

infinitely rigid, therefore the Champoux-Allard-Johnson

equivalent fluid model1 can be used to predict the equivalent

bulk modulus Ki,j and the dynamic density qi,j (see the Appen-

dix for details). In this case, the wave speed in the domain Xi;j

is given by the ratio ci;j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ki;j=qi;j

p
. The expression for the

acoustic pressure, p, in the equivalent fluid (resp. in the fluid)

in each of the system domains, Xi;j, satisfies the harmonic

wave equation (the time dependence e�ixt is assumed here)

Dp xð Þ þ ki;j
� �2

p xð Þ ¼ 0; (1)

where the wavenumber is defined by ki,j¼x/ci,j.

Since the geometry is periodic along x1 and the excitation

is by a plane wave, pinc ¼ A0eik�x, each physical variable

within this system X should satisfy the Floquet-Bloch relation

X x1 þ d; x2ð Þ ¼ X x1; x2ð Þeik1d; (2)

where the incident wavenumber is k ¼ k1; k2ð Þ ¼ k0 � sin h;ð
� cos hÞ. For the sake of conciseness, # ¼ eik1d and #�

¼ e�ik1d will be used.

We are looking to predict the sound pressure field any-

where in the system of porous layers shown in Fig. 1. As the

problem is separable in each layer Li, the pressure can be

written in the form

pi xð Þ ¼ v x1ð ÞY x2ð Þ; 8x 2Li: (3)

In the surrounding fluid domain X0, the radiation condition,

Floquet condition (2) and the separation of variables (3) lead

to18

p0 xð Þ ¼
X
n2Z

A0
n

1ffiffiffi
d
p eia0

nx1 eib0
nx2 þ pinc; 8x 2 X0; (4)

where a0
n ¼ k1 þ n 2p

d and b0
n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k0ð Þ2 � a0

n

� �2
q

. The axial

wavenumber b0
n can be real (i.e., a propagating wave) or

imaginary (i.e., an evanescent wave). When an incident

wave impinges on a periodic, non-planar surface, the scat-

tered waves are spread in discrete directions which depends

whether a mode is propagating or not. If b0
n ¼ 0, the mode is

said to be resonant,18 and scattered waves can propagate

along the material interface.

In the case of a heterogeneous absorbing material, the

above formalism needs a more detailed explanation. The

sound pressure in a porous layer Li which consists of sev-

eral sub-domains is effectively a combination of the sound

pressures in all the cells Ci;j of this layer, i.e.,

pi xð Þ ¼
[Ni

C

j¼1

pi;j xð Þ; 8x 2Li; (5)

where, the sound pressure field in the cell Ci;j is sought using

the modal expansion

pi;j xð Þ ¼
X
n2N

Ai;j
n vi;j

n x1ð Þeibi;j
n x2

�
þ Bi;j

n vi;j
n x1ð Þe�ibi;j

n x2

�
;

8x 2 Ci;j: (6)

Here, Ai;j
n and Bi;j

n are the x2> 0 and x2< 0 traveling wave

amplitudes, respectively. vi;j
n and bi;j

n are the eigenfunctionsFIG. 1. Geometry of the periodic cell.
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and the eigenvalues, respectively. These latter satisfy the

Helmholtz equation (1) and the Floquet-Bloch relation (2).

Details on their calculation are given in the following

section.

The velocity along x2 axis, vi;j ¼ 1
ixqi;j @x2

pi;j, is given by

the following series

vi;j xð Þ ¼
X
n2N

Ai;j
n vi;j

n;v x1ð Þeibi;j
n x2

�
� Bi;j

n vi;j
n;v x1ð Þe�ibi;j

n x2

�
;

8x 2 Ci;j; (7)

where vi;j
n;v x1ð Þ ¼ 1

xqi;j b
i;jvi;j

n x1ð Þ. Similarly to the sound pres-

sure, the velocity in the layer Li is defined by

vi xð Þ ¼
[Ni

C

j¼1

vi;j xð Þ; 8x 2Li: (8)

In the above summations, the origin of the x2 is fixed at the

upper material surface C0.

B. Sound field in a periodic cell

Here we focus on the periodic cell which is illustrated in

Fig. 1. We will determine the eigenmodes and use them to

predict the sound pressure and velocity with the normal

mode decomposition method proposed in the previous

section.

1. Simple layer

Let us consider the first and unique homogeneous cell

within the layer L1 (see Fig. 1). As previously mentioned,

all the physical variables must satisfy the 1-D Helmholtz

equation (1). This yields

v x1ð Þ ¼ Aeiax1 þ Be�iax1 : (9)

Applying the Floquet-Bloch relation (2) on the pressure and

the velocity19 (see Sec. III B 2), we get

v x1 þ dð Þ ¼ v x1ð Þ#; (10a)

@x1
v x1 þ dð Þ ¼ @x1

v x1ð Þ#; (10b)

leading to the eigenvalue problem

#� eiad #�e�iad

#� eiad � #þ e�iad

� �
A
B

� �
¼ 0

0

� �
: (11)

The dispersion equation is

1� #2
� �

þ 2# cos ad ¼ 0; (12)

and its solutions are an ¼ 6 n 2p
d þ k1

� �
with n 2 Z. The

wavenumber along x2 is given by bn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ki;jð Þ2 � a2

n

q
. There-

fore, only the positive an is needed to determine the corre-

sponding wavenumbers bn. The eigenfunctions are given by

vn x1ð Þ ¼
1ffiffiffi
d
p ei 6k1þn2p

dð Þx1 : (13)

In this special case vn represent propagating waves as in X0

along x1.

2. Sound propagation in a layer with a rigid inclusion

Consider now the cell C2;1 which belongs to the layer

L2 (see Fig. 1). This domain is split into two parts because

of the presence of a rigid inclusion at x1 2 b; c½ �. Two bound-

ary conditions which need to be added to Eq. (10) are

@x1
v bð Þ ¼ 0; (14a)

@x1
v cð Þ ¼ 0: (14b)

It is necessary for the eigenmodes to satisfy the 1-D Helm-

holtz equation (1), so that

v x1ð Þ ¼ Aeiax1 þ Be�iax1 if x1 2 0; b½ �;
A0eiax1 þ B0e�iax1 if x1 2 c; d½ �:

	
(15)

Applying the boundary conditions from Eq. (14) and

Eq. (10) leads to B¼Ae2iab, B0 ¼A0e2iac and

1þ e2iab
� �

# � #þ e2iac
� �

#�

1� e2iab
� �

# � #� e2iac
� �

#�

 !
A
A0

� �
¼ 0

0

� �
: (16)

The determinant of this system yields sin a(d� a)¼ 0 with

a¼ c�b. The solutions are an ¼ np
d�að Þ as in the normal inci-

dence case. However, the eigenfunctions are modified by the

Floquet-Bloch relation and we get A0 ¼ �1ð Þn#e�ia1aA. Now

let us focus on the cell C2;2 embedded in the layer L2. The

solution here is somewhat simpler because the eigenproblem

is independent of the periodic conditions. In this case, the

eigenmodes are similar to those determined for the case of a

standard rigid cavity,20 i.e., vn(x1)¼ cos anx1 for x1 2 b0; c0½ �
with an¼ np/a0 letting a0 ¼ c0 � b0.

3. Sound propagation in a layer with a fluid/porous
inclusion

Consider now the cell C4;1 which belongs to the layer

L4 (see Fig. 1). This cell is split into two parts because

of the presence of another material in X4;2, which can be a

fluid or a porous material with contrasting properties. The

boundary conditions are given by the Floquet-Bloch relation

(10) and the continuity conditions at a fluid/fluid interface

are

p4;1 bð Þ ¼ p4;2 bð Þ; p4;1 cð Þ ¼ p4;2 cð Þ; (17a)

u4;1 bð Þ ¼ u4;2 bð Þ; u4;1 cð Þ ¼ u4;2 cð Þ: (17b)

Here ui;j ¼ 1
ixqi;j @x1

pi;j is the acoustic velocity along the x1

axis. The corresponding eigenmodes are determined from

v x1ð Þ ¼
A1eia1x1 þ B1e�ia1x1 if x1 2 ½0; b½;
A2eia2x1 þ B2e�ia2x1 if x1 2 ½b; c½;
A01eia1x1 þ B01e�ia1x1 if x1 2 c; d½ �:

8<
: (18)
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From (17) A0 ¼Aei(k1-a1)d, and B0 ¼Bei(k1þ a1)d it follows that

eia1a e�ia1a �eia2a �e�ia2a

a1

q1
eia1a � a1

q1
e�ia1a � a2

q2
eia2a a2

q2
e�ia2a

eia1bei k1�a1ð Þd e�ia1bei k1þa1ð Þd �eia2b �e�ia2b

a1

q1
eia1bei k1�a1ð Þd � a1

q1
e�ia1bei k1þa1ð Þd � a2

q2
eia2b a2

q2
e�ia2b

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

A1

B1

A2

B2

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

0

0

0

0

0
BB@

1
CCA: (19)

After the substitution a1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k4;1ð Þ2 � b4

� �2
q

and

a2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k4;2ð Þ2 � b4

� �2
q

, the determinant of this system yields

the dispersion equation with respect to b4. In this case, the

solutions are not known and numerical methods must be

used. We use the algorithm proposed in Ref. 21, which

requires an analytic dispersion equation but no initial guess

thanks to the winding number (WN) technique. This tech-

nique is used to find the roots bi
n at the first frequency, and

these roots are then used as an initial guess for the next fre-

quency step using the Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm,

which is faster but less robust. If the NR algorithm fails, the

WN technique is then used instead. This strategy takes the

advantage of the both algorithms in terms of its robustness

and computational time. It is worth noting that the deriva-

tives are computed analytically to fully take advantage of the

NR quadratic convergence property. Once the eigenvalues

are found, the eigenmodes can be obtained with a singular

value decomposition or another technique. The eigenfunc-

tions are orthogonal if the cell is symmetric.12 This property

is not used directly in this paper but contributes to the

robustness of the proposed method. Further details on the

orthogonality problem arising in dissipative media are given

in Refs. 22 and 23.

C. Mode matching strategy

At each layer interface Ci i ¼ 0;…;NL � 1ð Þ, the condi-

tion of the continuity of the pressure and of the normal ve-

locity apply. On the rigid backing, i.e., at interface CNL , the

normal velocity must vanish. The modal expansions, given

in Eqs. (5) and (8) can be truncated to N first terms for all

the layers. The correspondence n$ bi;j
n is given by organiz-

ing the imaginary part of the eigenvalues in ascending order

so that the lowest attenuation modes are always included in

the series. In this work two mode matching schemes have

been used: (1) the classical mode matching scheme12 was

used in the case of soft inclusions such as air or another po-

rous material; (2) the mode re-expansion method16,17 was

used in the case of rigid inclusions. These two numerical

schemes are detailed below.

1. The classical mode matching scheme

Let us define

vi xð Þ ¼
[Ni

C

j¼1

vi;j
n xð Þ; 8x 2Li; (20)

to be the expression for the n-th modal profile along the ma-

terial interface. Matching conditions between the layers are

imposed in a weighted sense, i.e., we proceed by choosing a

weighting function and then integrate over the interface Ci

ðd

0

vi
m

†
pi � piþ1
� �

dx1 ¼ 0; (21a)

ðd

0

viþ1
m;v

†
vi � viþ1
� �

dx1 ¼ 0: (21b)

Here, the weighting functions vi
m and viþ1

m;v are the complex

conjugate (denoted by †) eigenfunction of the layer i and of

the layer iþ 1, respectively.24

Using (5) to (8) leads to the overlap integrals matrices

P jð Þ
� �

m;n
¼
ðd

0

vi
m

� �†
vj

ndx1; (22)

and

V jð Þ
� �

m;n
¼
ðd

0

viþ1
m;t

� �†

vj
n;vdx1; (23)

where the subscripts m and n are in the [0, N] range. For gen-

erality, these integrals are computed numerically using the

Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule, although their analytical

forms for some special cases can be found in Ref. 12. We

note that 8 N Gaussian quadrature points are used here.

Using previous equations, the scattering system at the

interface Ci becomes

XiEX
Ai

Biþ1

� �
¼ YiEY

Bi

Aiþ1

� �
; (24)

where the vectors A
i, B

i contain the modal amplitudes and

the diagonal matrices EX and EY contain the phase factor,

i.e.,

EX ¼ diag eibi
1hi …eibi

Nhi ; e�ibiþ1
1 hi …e�ibiþ1

N hi

� �
; (25a)

EY ¼ diag e�ibi
1hi …e�ibi

Nhi ; eibiþ1
1 hi …eibiþ1

N hi

� �
: (25b)

The matrices Xi and Yi in the above equations are given by

Xi ¼ P ið Þ �P iþ1ð Þ

V ið Þ V iþ1ð Þ

� �
; (26a)
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Yi ¼ �P ið Þ P iþ1ð Þ

V ið Þ V iþ1ð Þ

� �
; (26b)

respectively.

2. The re-expansion matching scheme

When rigid inclusions are present, the re-expansion

matching scheme is more robust than the classical one. We

follow the approach used by Homentcovschi17 for the com-

putation of the scattering matrix for the waveguide disconti-

nuity problem. This method is detailed for the case with one

inclusion per layer as illustrated on Fig. 2. If more rigid

inclusions are present, then the method can be easily

extended.

The first step is to introduce an auxiliary normal veloc-

ity field at the interface Ci for x1 2 b; c½ � under the series

expansion

~v x1ð Þ ¼ w x1ð Þ
XK

k¼0

VkCv
k x1ð Þ; (27)

with the weight function

w x1ð Þ ¼ c� x1ð Þ x1 � bð Þ½ �v�1=2: (28)

The most important thing is the singular behavior of w(x1)

for x1¼ b and x1¼ c, which can be tuned with � to get the

singularity order of the velocity near a corner.17 We suppose

that this singular behavior remains the same for a rigid cor-

ner embedded in a porous media or in air, i.e., �¼ 1/6. Here

Vk are some new auxiliary unknowns, Cv
k are the Gegenbauer

polynomials13 (Chap. 22) defined for x1 2 b; c½ �, which are

orthogonal with respect to the weight function w(x1).

Matching conditions between the layers are imposed in

a weighted sense, i.e., we proceed by choosing a weighting

function and then integrate over the interface Ci. For the

pressure continuity condition, the weighting function is

w x1ð ÞCv
k x1ð Þ. This yields

ð
ci\ciþ1

w Cv
kpidx1 ¼

ð
ci\ciþ1

w Cv
kpiþ1dx1: (29)

The integration support is obviously limited to ci \ ciþ1,

where ci stands for the support of the modal profile of the

layer Li. Then, the velocity continuity is applied in two

steps: imposing ~v ¼ vi and ~v ¼ viþ1 and then by taking the

projection of the velocities and their corresponding layer

eigenmodesð
ci

vi
m

†
vidx1 ¼

ð
ci\ciþ1

vi
m

†
~vidx1; (30a)

ð
ciþ1

viþ1
m

†
viþ1dx1 ¼

ð
ci\ciþ1

viþ1
m

†
~vidx1: (30b)

In the matrix form it reads as

Yi
~B

i � ~A
i

� �
¼ D

†
i V; (31a)

Yiþ1
~B

iþ1 � ~A
iþ1

� �
¼ D†

iþ1V; (31b)

Di
~B

i þ ~A
i

� �
¼ Diþ1

~B
iþ1 þ ~A

iþ1
� �

; (31c)

where † stands for the conjugate transpose matrix,

~A
i

� �
n
¼ Ai

neibi
nhi and ~B

i
� �

n
¼ Bi

ne�ibi
nhi contain the modal

amplitudes, Vi contain the new auxiliary unknowns and

Dið Þk;n ¼
ð

ci\ciþ1

wCv
kv

i
ndx1; (32a)

Yið Þm;n ¼
bi

n

xqi

ð
ci

vi
m

†
vi

ndx1: (32b)

The above integrals are computed numerically. The choice

of the numerical quadrature adopted here is essentially moti-

vated by its relative simplicity and numerical stability. The

indices m, n, and k belong to [0, N].

The use of the numerical Gauss-Gegenbauer quadrature

rule25 which accounts for the weight function w singularity

is very efficient when 8 N Gauss quadrature points are used.

In this procedure the recursive definition of the Gegenbauer

polynomials (Ref. 13’s Table 22.7) can be used to limit the

round-off error.

The expressions for the scattering matrices

EX
Ai

Biþ1

� �
¼ S11

i S12
i

S21
i S22

i

 !
EY

Bi

Aiþ1

� �
; (33)

relating the incident and reflected waves at each interface Ci

have been given in Ref. 17 and are recalled here as

S11
i ¼ Hi þ Dið Þ�1

Hi � Dið Þ; (34a)

S22
i ¼ Hiþ1 þ Diþ1ð Þ�1

Hiþ1 � Diþ1ð Þ; (34b)

S21
i ¼ 2 Diþ1ð Þ�1

Di Hi þ Dið Þ�1
Hi; (34c)

S12
i ¼ 2 Dið Þ�1

Diþ1 Hiþ1 þ Diþ1ð Þ�1
Hiþ1; (34d)

FIG. 2. Details of two rigid-soft interfaces. With one periodic inclusion (a),

with two periodic inclusions (b).
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with

Hi ¼ Diþ1Y�1
iþ1D

†
iþ1 D

†
i

� ��1
Yi; (35a)

Hiþ1 ¼ DiY
�1
i D

†
i D

†
iþ1

� ��1
Yiþ1: (35b)

To get the modal amplitudes we could recombine Eq. (33)

and (24) to build a linear system KA¼F, where all the

unknowns, gathered in the vector A, can be deduced from

the right hand side of F arising from the incident wave.

However, the inversion of such a system is, unfortunately,

subject to round-off errors due to the presence of strongly

evanescent waves. Because of these limitations, an alterna-

tive iterative procedure, proposed by Cummings26 and used

successfully by the authors for silencer modeling,21 is

adopted here.

The idea is to treat each interface separately by consid-

ering all incoming waves as known quantities. At the first

iteration, the unknown incoming waves [Bi, Aiþ 1]t are fixed

at zero or initialized by a previous frequency step solution.

The systems given in Eq. (33) and/or in (24) are then solved

for the outgoing waves [Ai, Biþ 1]t. This produces an initial

value for the incoming waves on the next interface and so

on. This loop over the interface stops when the relative error

on modal amplitudes is smaller than 10�6 between two con-

secutive iterations. In practice, around 10� NL iterations

are required. The factorization of the diagonal matrix

EX, containing all propagation factors, is one of the main

advantages of this iterative process. Indeed, its condition

number is very large due to the combination of x2> 0 and

x2< 0 traveling “evanescent” waves. Thus, inverting EX

separately minimizes the effects of possible round-off errors.

Furthermore, the scattering matrices Xi i ¼ 0;…;NLð Þ are

well-conditioned and the condition number can be enhanced

by a careful choice of the weighting function in order to

maximize their diagonal terms24 as already discussed in

Sec. II C 1.

Once the wave amplitudes have been evaluated, the

integration of the acoustic intensity leading to the energy

balance can be applied. The integration is carried out over

the periodic cell using the orthogonality relation of the Flo-

quet modes given in (4). The energy reflection coefficient18

R is defined as the ratio of the scattered power in the x2

direction

Pr ¼
X
n2Z

<e b0
n


 �
A0

n

�� ��2= q0x
� �

; (36)

to the incident power

Pi ¼ A0j j2k2d= q0x
� �

: (37)

In practice, the number of propagating modes in X0 is very

small and it is often reduced to the fundamental mode n¼ 0

and the first mode n¼ 61.

Thanks to the conservation of the energy, the absorbed

power is given by Pabs ¼ Pi � Pr . This yields the absorp-

tion coefficient

a ¼ Pabs

Pi
¼ 1�R: (38)

III. VALIDATION AND ACCURACY

In this section the validation and the accuracy of the

proposed method is investigated. Firstly, the computational

efficiency is studied for the case of a porous layer with rec-

tangular and circular inclusions. Secondly, an experimental

validation is performed to check ability of the method to

describe accurately the acoustic behavior of a finite size

porous layer with inclusions composed of a number of peri-

odic cells.

A. Convergence study on rectangular shaped
inclusions

In this example, we consider porous and rigid rectangu-

lar inclusions embedded in metal foam (see Table I).

Because no solution is available in the literature for this ge-

ometry, the reference solutions are computed using a finite

element model. These computations are carried out using

Lagrange quadratic finite elements in the fluid and porous

domains as described in Ref. 12 The non-reflecting boundary

conditions are implemented using the Dirichlet to Newman

(DtN) approach based on Eq. (4) to avoid problems when the

wavelength is high compared with the computational domain

size. The reference absorption computations â are performed

with a mesh of around 280,000 nodes. It can be noted that an

equivalent meshing size leads to 8 digits accuracy in the pre-

dicted absorption coefficient for homogeneous porous (i.e.,

without inclusion). In this study the inclusion height was

fixed to 15 mm, and two widths, a¼ 15 and a¼ 5 mm, were

tested. In both cases, the inclusions were located in the cen-

ter of the 20 mm � 20 mm periodic cell. These configura-

tions have been tested at 5000 Hz for 2 incident wave

angles, h¼ 0 and h¼p/3 rad.

With a porous inclusion (RGW2 wool, see Table I), the

present method has shown an exponential convergence, and

a relative error e ¼ a� âj jð Þ=â below 1% has been achieved

in all tested configurations with 3 modes and the classical

matching scheme. With a perfectly rigid inclusion, the clas-

sical matching scheme is not numerically stable for large

rigid inclusions, and it was not possible to get a relative error

below 5% without accounting for at least 30 modes in the

summation. It is known that the number of modes could be

adapted according to the section ratio14,16 to enhance the

convergence. However, the re-expansion scheme, described

TABLE I. Material properties used in numerical tests. With the porosity /,
flow resistivity r, the tortuosity ainf, the viscous and thermal characteristic

lengths K and K0.

Material / - r [Nm�4s] ainf - K [lm] K0 [lm] Reference

Beads 0.4 11,204 1.37 148 444 [28, 29]

Fireflex 0.95 8,900 1.42 180 360 [2]

RGW2 0.94 135,000 2.10 49 166 [4]

Metal foam 0.99 6,916 1.17 100 245 -
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in Sec. II C 2, was adopted because it seems faster and more

robust. With this scheme, an error smaller than 1% can be

achieved with only 3 modes. This accuracy seems sufficient

for the applications proposed in this paper.

B. Validation with the multipole method

A comparison with the results presented in Ref. 2 (see

Figs. 3 and 4 inside) for rigid circular inclusions has been

performed. This kind of geometry can be tackled with the

proposed method despite the fact that it is not the more

appropriated technique. The multipole2 method or the method

of fundamental solutions27 constitute better approaches for

circular shape inclusion. Here, the circular inclusion of radius

a is discretized by 11 layers of rigid rectangular inclusions

(see Fig. 4), and Nþ 1¼ 7 modes are taken into account in

each layer. This level of discretization enables to achieve a

good agreement in the frequency range up to 13 kHz with the

results of Groby et al.2 obtained for a similar problem as

illustrated on Fig. 5. The presence of such inclusions can

enhance the absorption of the Fireflex foam (see Table I),

particularly around 2674 Hz where an absorption peak is

obtained below the 1/4-wavelength resonance frequency, fk/4.

This behavior can be explained by the excitation of a com-

plex trapped mode.2 At this frequency, the sound pressure

maximum is localized near the rigid backing as depicted in

Fig. 4. With the proposed modal approach, this rigid scatterer

can be easily replaced by glass wool circular inclusions of

the same radius (RGW2 wool, see Table I). Obviously, such

results can also be obtained with slight modifications to

the multipole method.2 Above 1500 Hz, this new heterogene-

ous material exhibited better absorbing properties than any of

its constituent materials. It appears that the absorption proper-

ties of a heterogeneous porous material are only slightly

sensitive to the inclusion shape, e.g., the presence of square

inclusions with the same area leads to a similar absorption

curve.

C. Experimental validation

An experimental validation has been performed in the

anechoic chamber available in LAUM (Laboratoire d’Acous-

tique de l’Université du Maine, France). The experimental

setup is illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. The tested sample was

formed with 25 identical elementary cells of 20 mm width

and of 21.5 mm height. These cells were created with a peri-

odic array of 500 mm long, square aluminum bars which

were backed by a 4 mm thick aluminum plate attached to a

20 mm thick wooden base. Figure 6 illustrates schematically

the arrangement of these bars and the periodic grating which

this arrangement recreated. The experimental setup shown in

this figure had the following dimensions: a¼ 15 mm,

h¼ 21.5 mm, t1¼ 2.5 mm, t2¼ 4 mm and d¼ 20 mm. The

simulated periodic grating (500 mm� 500 mm) was filled

FIG. 3. Convergence of the proposed method for a small a=d ¼ 0:25;��ð Þ
and larger a=d ¼ 0:25;��ð Þ inclusion size. The black lines stand for the

normal incidence and the gray ones for h¼p/3. The black n-markers stand

for the rigid inclusion (see on the right) and the gray -markers for the

RGW2 porous inclusion (see on the left).

FIG. 4. (Color online) Pressure modulus with the layered rigid circular

inclusions at 2674 Hz (first absorption peak of Fig. 5). The horizontal lines

stand for the layer interfaces.

FIG. 5. Comparison and illustration of the proposed method with circular

inclusions (a¼ 1.5 cm) on a 2� 2 cm cell with 11 Layers. �� homogeneous

Fireflex material, homogeneous RGW2 material, � circular rigid inclusion,

� � � circular rigid inclusion from Ref. 10, circular RGW2 inclusion.
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with 2 mm glass beads (see Fig. 7) to the required thickness.

Additional beads were spread around the sample to cover the

whole wooden plate (1� 1 m). The use of glass beads

enabled to create a porous filling around various inclusion

shapes. This medium had the basic acoustical and non-

acoustical characteristics which were relatively easy to pre-

dict. The Johnson-Champoux-Allard properties for these

beads are summarized in Table I. The values of these param-

eters were borrowed from Refs. 28 and 29.

A parametric source array30 (using parametric demodu-

lated ultrasonic waves) was used to create a highly direc-

tional plane wave normal to the grating at audible

frequencies to control the diffraction from the edges of the

periodic grating. The distance between the center of the gra-

ting and parametric source array was 1.3 m. A dynamic sig-

nal analyzer (SR785) was used to drive the parametric

source array with a swept sine. A pair of phase-matched

microphones (1/4’’ microphones B&K 4938 with B&K 2670

preamplifiers and Nexus 4-channel amplifier) was installed

at the center of the grating. The microphone elevations

above the center of grating were h1¼ 8 mm and h2¼ 28 mm,

respectively. Below the first cut-off frequency of the Floquet

mode (around 17 000 Hz for the 2 cm cell), the energy reflec-

tion coefficient was deduced from

R xð Þ ¼ e�2ik0h1
e�ik0 h2�h1ð Þ � H xð Þ
H xð Þ � eik0 h2�h1ð Þ

�����
�����
2

; (39)

and the absorption coefficient was computed with Eq. (38).

Here H xð Þ ¼ p0 0;h2ð Þ
p0 0;h1ð Þ denotes the frequency transfer function

between the two microphones located in the middle of the

material sample. An analog 20 kHz lowpass Butterworth/

Bessel multichannel filter from Krohn-Hite Corporation

model # 3945 was used to remove the residual ultrasonic

waves emitted by the parametric array.

The comparison of the simulations and experimental

data is presented in Fig. 8 for the homogeneous beads and

for an array of rigid, square inclusions. In all cases the gen-

eral behavior of the absorption curves is closely predicted. A

good agreement is obtained for the frequency of the first

absorption peak and for its amplitude. The discrepancies

with the square inclusions are in line with the results

obtained in the case of the homogeneous porous layer. The

presence of oscillations in the acoustic absorption spectrum

is clearly visible in the case of the square inclusions. This

can be explained by the edge diffraction effect which relates

to the finite size of the simulated periodic grating. This effect

is not taken into account by Eq. (39).

In the homogeneous case, the 1/4-wavelength resonance

accounts for the absorption peak around fk/4¼ 3 kHz. The use

of square rigid inclusions allows for the measurement of a

high absorption peak at 2041 Hz, which is below the pre-

dicted value of fk/4. At this frequency, the absolute part of the

sound pressure computed with the proposed method is high

and it is localized near the backing wall. In this case, the

absorption coefficient at the higher frequencies is relatively

FIG. 6. Schematic description of the

experimental setup with the square

section.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Picture of the experimental setup before total beads

and inclusions filling.

FIG. 8. Comparison between simulations (solid line) and measurements

(dotted line) for square shape inclusion (þ ) and homogeneous beads �ð Þ.
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poor. An estimation of the absorption peak frequency fa accu-

rate within a few percent can be obtained with a modified

expression for the frequency of the 1/4-wavelength resonance

fa �
c

4h0
� 2200 Hz; (40)

where c is the sound speed in the beads and h0 ¼ (h� t2/2

þ a/2þ t1/2¼ 28.25 mm corresponds to the apparent length

along the square inclusion (see Fig. 6).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS ON SQUARE SCATTERER

Numerical calculations of the absorption coefficient

have been performed for various inclusion types and shapes.

The effect of the angle incidence on the absorption coeffi-

cient of this system has also been studied. All computations

were performed for metal foam which properties are pre-

sented in (see Table I).

A. Inclusion types

In this section, we are interested in square inclusions

located in the center of the periodic cell (20 mm � 20 mm)

and excited by a plane wave propagating at the normal angle

of incidence. The inclusion height a was varied from 1 mm

to 18 mm in a 1 mm step. It was assumed that the inclusions

were square, rigid and/or filled with air or with another po-

rous material with contrasting properties (e.g., RGW2). The

predicted absorption coefficient for these configurations is

shown in Fig. 9.

The results suggest that the air-filled inclusions embed-

ded in this metal foam do not enhanced the acoustic absorbing

behavior and that bigger air-filled inclusions result generally

in a lower absorption coefficient. This result is predictable,

because it is known4 that air gaps are efficient only for highly

resistive and weakly tortuous porous material such as RGW2.

The RGW2-filled inclusions case is more effective. If the

inclusions are small, then the behavior is dominated by the

metal foam matrix. On the contrary, when the inclusions are

large, then the behavior is close to that expected for an homo-

geneous layer of RGW2 wool. Between these two extreme

configurations, the absorption of the heterogeneous material is

generally better than the absorption of each of the two homo-

geneous materials considered separately. This stands for the

range of the square inclusion height considered in this study

a 2 10; 18½ �mmð Þ.
The results from this modeling work also show that the

absorption coefficient is not too sensitive to the geometry of

the embedded porous shape and that the filling ratio seems to

be the most significant parameter which accounts for any

improvement. These results are in line with those obtained

by the homogeneization method9 or by Nennig et al.27 for

poroelastic scatterers embedded in air.

For the rigid inclusions case, the results are similar to

those presented with the circular inclusions in Sec. III B. If

the inclusion’s size is sufficiently large, a peak in the absorp-

tion spectrum emerges. Hence, in the case of the considered

layer configuration, the absorption coefficient may be

enhanced between 2000 and 4000 Hz. The absorption coeffi-

cient reaches a minimum around 5 kHz. Groby et al.2 have

explained this behavior by the presence of a bandgap of the

“underlying” periodic array arising from the perfect reflec-

tion on the hard backing. Within this bandgap most of the

acoustic energy is reflected backward, i.e., back in the do-

main X0, leading to a poor absorption.

B. The effect of the inclusion position

As already shown by Groby et al.2 that the inclusion

position in the periodic cell can be a sensitive parameter. For

a given square inclusion (a¼ 15 mm), the influence of the

inclusion height, t2, and the periodic cell width, d, are illus-

trated in Fig. 10. It can be shown that the absorption fre-

quency increases for larger values of the cell period, d.
Moreover, the peak amplitude reaches a maximum for

d� 30 mm. Note that sudden variation of the absorption

coefficient (the so called Wood’s anomalies) can be

observed at the first cut-off frequency of the Floquet mode18

when d is sufficiently large.

The influence of the inclusions height, t2, is essentially

related to the absorption peak frequency and has nearly no

influence on the peak amplitude. When the height t2
increases, the absorption peak frequency decreases. Once

again, this can be explained2 by the presence of the

“underlying” periodic array formed by the inclusions images

with respect to the hard backing. When t2 increases, the

FIG. 9. Effect of the size a of a square inclusion on the absorption coefficient. The inclusion size ranges from 1 to 18 mm in 1 mm step. ð���Þ stands for

the upper bound (18 mm) of the variation interval. The reference homogeneous metal foam absorption is denoted by ð���Þ and the RGW2 wool by ð� � �Þ.
(a) Rigid inclusion, (b) Air inclusion, and (c) RGW2 porous inclusion.
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period of the image sonic crystal increases, pushing peaks

towards the low frequencies.

C. Effect of the angle of incidence

The Floquet-Bloch formalism presented in this work

enables to study the effect of the angle of incidence h. The

low frequency absorption coefficient of a homogeneous po-

rous layer increases with h. However, the behavior in the

medium and high frequencies depends strongly on the

material properties. For example, in the case of metal foam

the absorption coefficient drastically decreases with h above

2000 Hz in comparison with the normal incidence case (see

Fig. 11). When the variation of the angle of incidence is

small, then the absorption behavior is similar to that pre-

dicted for the normal incidence case. In contrast, when the

angle of incidence is large (say h> p/3), the absorption can

change considerably.

With a rigid square inclusion, this general behavior

remains unchanged but the effect of the high value of h

seems to be less significant and the absorption peak fre-

quency typically increases with h.

V. THE INFLUENCE OF THE INCLUSION SHAPE

Squares or circles are not the optimal inclusions shapes

because a large part of the porous matter is removed from

the layer. As a result, its broadband absorption capabilities

are partially lost. A better approach is to use “open” or

“partially open” inclusions, such t (as illustrated on

Fig. 12), to increase the apparent tortuosity of the material

and to add more trapped modes. A number of different con-

figurations were studied in this work by changing the t-sec-

tion orientation, e.g., t, u, or . The acoustic absorption

coefficient for a heterogeneous porous layer with these types

of inclusions was predicted with the proposed numerical

method.

It was found that the absorption coefficient of a porous

layer with rigid inclusions is more sensitive to the inclusion

shape than that in the case of the layer impregnated with

fluid-filled or porous inclusions. For example, the presence

of a u-section in a porous layer yields the lowest absorption

peak frequency, i.e. nearly two times smaller than the fk/4

frequency predicted for the uniform porous layer. At this fre-

quency the sound pressure modulus near the wall of a rigid

u-shape inclusion is relatively high and strongly localized.

However, the absorption coefficient spectra oscillates signifi-

cantly as a function of frequency.

With the upside-down configuration, i.e., t-shape, the

absorbing coefficient can be greatly enhanced (by more than

20%) across the entire frequency range. This is associated

with the presence of two absorption peaks caused by the ex-

istence of two trapped modes in the porous layer. One of

these modes relates to a localized pressure field between the

inclusions and the backing wall. In the case of the second

peak, the pressure modulus is localized near the wall inside

FIG. 10. (a) Influence of the elementary cell period d and(b) of the inclu-

sions height t2 on the absorption coefficient with rigid square inclusions

(with a¼ 15 mm) grating. The homogeneous metal foam absorption is

denoted by ð���Þ in normal incidence. In all cases, ð���Þ stands for the

upper bound of the variation interval.

FIG. 11. Effect of the angle of incidence (h from 0 by 10 to 80	) on the

absorption coefficient of a proous layer with rigid square inclusions (with

a¼ 15 mm). The homogeneous metal foam material is denoted by ð���Þ
in normal incidence and by ð���Þ for h¼ 80	. The upper bound of the vari-

ation interval (80	) is denoted by ð���Þ.
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the t inclusion. The orientation exhibits a behavior

between the two previous cases.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, a new mode matching scheme is proposed

in order to study the acoustical behavior of a multilayer po-

rous material in which periodic inclusions are embedded.

The method is validated numerically and experimentally

with rigid inclusions embedded in 2 mm beads. It has been

shown that taking into account the inclusions geometry is

necessary when the inclusions are rigid. The proposed

method can tackle a large variety of shapes and inclusion

types faster than a conventional FEM model.

This work is an attempt to investigate the influence of

the shape of rigid scatterers embedded in a porous material.

It has been shown that open shape inclusions (e.g. t-shape)

are able to provide a better effect than inclusions of closed

shapes, because less porous material is removed from the

layer. These heterogeneous structures can exhibit better

acoustic absorption behavior than homogeneous porous

layers of identical thickness and provide an alternative to

multi-layering.

Future work can focus on exploring new inclusion

shapes or more simple shape combinations. In particular,

rigid inclusions combined with metal foam is an interesting

way to achieve a compact, efficient acoustic treatment for a

harsh environment or when good structural behavior is

required.
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APPENDIX: RIGID FRAME MODEL

Porous materials with a rigid skeleton (and quite regular

pore shape), such as the porous material involved in this

study, are well described by the Johnson-Champoux-Allard1

(Chap. 5) equivalent fluid model. This equivalent fluid has

the equivalent density (e�ixt).

q ¼ a1q0

/
1þ i

r/
xq0a1

GJ xð Þ
 �

; (A1)

and the bulk modulus,

K¼ cP0=/

c� c�1ð Þ 1þ i 8g

K02Prxq0
1� iq0 xPrK02

16g

� �1=2
 ��1

: (A2)

Note that the domain indices i, j are omitted for clarity.

Here, GJ xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4ia2

1gq0x
r2K2/2

q
;/ is the porosity, r is the

flow resistivity, K is the vicious length, K0 is the thermal

length, a1 is the tortuosity. Moreover, c is the air specific

heat ratio and P0 is the atmospheric pressure, Pr is the

Prandtl number and g is the dynamic viscosity. It is impor-

tant to note, the viscosity is taken into account in the porous

material pore but is neglected in the surrounding fluid.
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